A day in the tents
worthy and inflammable wildness. He would approach
softly along the taut halter, murmuring soothing Lurish noises
to which the mule listened with an obvious lack of con-
viction, till he got quite near, and already his arm was nerved
to throw over the animal's back its first burden, a gaudy piece
of green and orange weaving. But the mule saw with the
corner of one eye: reared, turned, and snorted, and put the
whole length of the halter between them again. And the
morning slipped by.
In the afternoon I had a bath. The women of the tribe
boiled a cauldron, and screened off a place in the middle of the
tent where they sat twisting black goat wool into ropes. They
put a copper tray for me to stand on, and a bowl beside it
with which to pour the hot water over me, and retired only
to return and gaze over the top of my screen when I was
defenceless, and murmur with praises to Allah how white and
soft I was, while they pulled up the sleeves of their gowns to
show me the contrast of their own darker skins.
In the tent we drank tea with the pleasant sense of leisure that
envelops harems when their masters are absent. My hostess
threw aside her turban, disclosing a fragile little head plastered
over with flattened curls, with an ugly gash across the fore-
head. She had tried to separate Mahmud and a cousin when
they were quarrelling, and Mahmud had inflicted this wound
by mistake. He was rather ashamed of it, and his wife
was quite ready to make the most of it, and often put
her hand up to her head and groaned; whereupon Mahmud
would appear to be interested in some distant part of the
landscape.
He and the Philosopher came back late and sat discussing
politics in the night. A stooping, hale old man joined them,
with eyes surrounded by wrinkles, and a paternal air of auth-
ority, who turned out to be the tribal kadkhuda, or headman.
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